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Abstract
Hydrological inflow, in the form of rainfall and snowmelt, has
a great impact on electricity prices in hydro-dominated energy
markets such as that of Sweden. As power market participants
prepare to meet the challenges of a range of climate change sce-
narios, such as a two-degree rise in mean global temperature, in-
formation about changing inflow patterns is increasingly impor-
tant. To investigate such changes, we implement the open-source
model HYPE on sub-basins making up the bulk of Swedish hy-
droelectric power production. We analyze the near-future in-
flows produced by our HYPE implementation when driven by
regional climate model data. Thus we derive the changing inflow-
response under specific climate-change scenarios. We find a gen-
eral departure from the traditional inflow pattern, including sig-
nificant changes in spring flood dynamics. These changes are
analyzed at the national-level, and in the four price areas which
make up the Swedish contribution to the Nordic power market.





Referat
Klimatpåverkan på hydrologiskt inflöde till den

svenska elmarknaden

Hydrologiskt inflöde, i form av nederbörd och snösmältning, har
stor betydelse för den svenska elmarknaden. För att kunna för-
bereda sig inför framtida klimatförändringar är det viktigt att
studera hur det traditionella inflödesmönstret påverkas av kli-
matscenarier, såsom en två-graders höjning av den globala me-
deltemperaturen. För att undersöka dessa ändringar ställer vi
upp en vattenballansmodell skräddarsydd för den svenska el-
marknaden. Vi simulerar sedan inflöden framåt i tiden med hjälp
av klimatdata från två olika utsläppsscenarier. När vi analyserar
de simulerade inflödena hittar vi en generell avvikelse från den
traditionella vårflodsdynamiken. Denna avvikelsen beskrivs på
nationell nivå samt i de fyra svenska elområden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Near-Future Energy Market Strategies

Energy market participants build their decision-making strategies based on their beliefs
about the future. Regulators and market authorities must know how energy policy
may effect the price, availability, and trade of electricity within the European market.
Industrial planners and electricity producers must evaluate their investment strategies
with respect to long-term profitability and future levels of production, capacity, and
price. Whenever a decision must be made based on future power market conditions, a
reliable model must be consulted.

The European energy market is a complex system. The information required by
market participants to support policy decisions requires a nuanced mathematical model.
Analysts often formulate stochastic optimization models to simulate future market con-
ditions, with a focus on understanding power plant production, generation capacity,
transmission capacity, fuel prices, system costs, and other market signals. The complex-
ity of the market must be reduced to a set of indicators that can provide accurate and
reliable support for decision-makers.

When analysts set out to model near-future market conditions, say, between 10 and
35 years into the future, they often adopt a scenario-based method. By "scenario," we
simply mean a specific set of assumptions which govern the inputs to a model, in order
to investigate what market effects may be associated with those assumptions. When
an analyst is interested in answering a specific question, the work begins by defining a
set of scenarios with respect to the details of that specific question. Often it is in the
comparison of different scenario outcomes that the answer to the question may be found.

A key component in analyzing hydro-dominated power markets is the multi-year
long-term optimization of hydroelectric generator dispatch with respect to the inflow
into power-producing reservoirs. That is, we would like to know how dam operators
will choose to run their generators, given what they expect in terms of inflow into their
reservoirs. In order to perform optimization on the power production, it is necessary
to have accurate underlying hydrological inflow data. Now, when modeling current or
historical conditions, this inflow data can be provided by a time-series generator based on
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

the statistical properties of historical data. However, in order to investigate the inflows
under changing conditions, an accurate inflow model is needed which can derive inflows
associated with well-defined climate conditions.

It is the current state of affairs that the major market models available for use by
European power market participants do not capture the effects of given climate change
scenarios on the fundamentals of the market. These include such things as hydrologi-
cal inflow, wind and solar production, and temperature levels, which are governed by
physical processes among those most effected by climate change. Climate scientists are
predicting structural changes in temperature and precipitation in the coming 10 to 35
years, and the effects of these changes on the electricity market need to be more fully
understood. This is the central motivation for looking at one such component: the
inflow.

It is the purpose of this thesis to create a mathematical model suitable for analyzing
hydrological inflow into electricity-generating catchments at the regional level, for the
purpose of supporting an optimization of hydropower dispatch. It is of special interest to
develop a functionality for analyzing hydro catchment response to future climate change
scenarios.

1.2 The Importance of Hydropower

In this thesis, "hydrological inflow" is defined simply as any amount of water that ends
up in hydropower catchment areas, whether as rainfall, snowmelt, runoff, or by any other
means. Generally this is defined on a daily or weekly time-step. That is, by "inflow"
we mean the amount of water that enters a catchment area during the course of a day
or week. Figure 1.1 illustrates the correlation between electricity price and hydrological
inflow. Though not every year displays as clear a correlation as 2015 (shown in Figure
1.1), the dynamic is easy to understand: as a reservoir fills to capacity, dam operators
are more willing to sell, which drives down the price.

In the mid 1900’s, when the Swedish hydropower system was in the early stages
of development, the idea was simply to harvest the energy capacity created by natural
rivers and sell it to consumers. In recent years however, hydropower has taken on a more
important roll in the power market. Due to its ability to store energy in a reservoir,
hydropower is as source of flexibility for the power system. This is increasingly important
with the build-out of intermittent renewable generation systems based on wind and solar,
which cannot control the conditions necessary for production to occur.

On the 1st of November 2011, the Swedish national electricity transmission system
operator Svenska Kraftnät divided the Swedish power market into four price areas. Thus
there is no longer only one electricity price in Sweden but four. For this reason it is of
interest to analyze the inflows per price area.

In addition to the modeling complexities of multiple bidding zones, the uncertainty in
terms of future climate conditions is an important factor. Merely analyzing the stochastic
properties of past inflows does not allow for the capture of the changing conditions we
are likely to see in terms of snowpack and spring flood dynamics as the mean global
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1.2. THE IMPORTANCE OF HYDROPOWER

Figure 1.1: The inverse correlation of hydrological inflow (blue) and electricity price
(green) in zone SE1 for the year 2015.

Figure 1.2: The four Swedish pricing zones: SE1 to SE4 from north to south.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

temperature rises over the next 35 years. It is of particular value to be able to attach a
plausible inflow time-series to a well-defined climate scenario.

The main tools used to model hydrological flow are based on the so-called water-
balance models. In Section 2 we present the open-source model HYPE, which we have
used as the computational engine in analyzing inflows into power-producing sub-basins.
Sections 3 through 5 describe our implementation of HYPE and its performance. Sec-
tions 6 and 7 describe the methods with which we have prepared the meteorological data
that drives hydrological inflow. Finally, in Section 8 we present the results of our sim-
ulations, which reveal details about how inflows respond to specifically defined climate
scenarios.
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Chapter 2

Water-Balance Modeling

A water-balance model generally has the form

∂S
∂t

= g(S, t), (2.0.1)

where S is a state vector representing the storage of water in some suitably defined
volume and g(S, t) is a function describing flows into and out of that volume [13]. The
function g(S, t) would comprise such flows as surface runoff, infiltration, drainage, evap-
otranspiration, rainfall, snowmelt, etc. For the calculation of water balance, this thesis
uses an open source hydrological model called HYPE, developed at the Swedish Hydro-
logical and Meteorological Institute (SMHI).

The Hydrological Predictions for the Environment (HYPE) model is a water-balance
and nutrient-flow model developed for the purpose of supplying European water author-
ites with the detailed hydrological and hydrochemical information needed to implement
the EU Water Framework Directive. HYPE is an open source initiative undertaken by
SMHI in order to strengthen international collaboration and to provide public access to
state-of-the-art operational hydrological modeling [14].

HYPE is a so-called semi-distributed model. The classification of a hydrological
model as distributed refers to the idea that such models solve equations for state variables
in spatially distributed grid elements. This is as opposed to lumped models, which treat
the catchment as a single unit, with state variables that represent averages over the
catchment area [15]. Semi-distributed models seek to strike a balance between spatial
detail and geographic averaging by discretizing catchments into spatially accurate sub-
basins; yet each sub-basin is in itself a lumped model, where variables are described in
terms of fractions of the sub-basin.

At each time step, HYPE solves (2.0.1) for five levels within the sub-basin: three soil
layers and two lake types. As precipitation falls into the catchment (as mm per day),
that amount of water traverses the flow diagram shown in Figure 2.1. The flow path is
determined by the saturation levels in each soil layer, as well as a variety of soil-type
and land-use parameters set by the user to describe the model domain. Based on these
parameters, HYPE determines what portion of the inflow arrives at which destination,
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CHAPTER 2. WATER-BALANCE MODELING

e.g. what portion is added to each of the three soil layers, what portion returns to the
atmosphere as evapotranspiration, what portion enters local lakes, etc.

The total local runoff, in the form of surface runoff, soil runoff, drainage, etc., is
added to inflow from upstream sub-basins (as well as whatever portion of precipitation
has fallen directly into lake areas) and enters the lake and river system. Here (2.0.1)
is solved using parameters governing internal and outlet lake discharge. At the end of
this decision chain, whatever remains of the inflow is deposited into the downstream
sub-basins via lake outflow. HYPE allows for a great many different configurations of
soil-type and land-use, but for modeling flow at the price-zone level, we have decided
to include ten land-use classes comprised of four soil-types. See Section 3.3 for more
details. In Section 2.1 we present the equations governing the balance model.

2.1 The Balance Equations
In this section we give an overview of the balance equations used in the HYPE model.
Figure (2.1) shows an activity diagram of the computational processes of the HYPE
workflow. Equations in this section that are associated with a certain decision in the
workflow are marked with the letter "D" and a corresponding index. Model parameters
are denoted by plain_text and are tabulated in Appendix A.

The source materials for this documentation are [16] and [14]; however, it should
be noted that the HYPE model is open-source and subject to constant improvement.
Interested readers are referred to [16] for the most up-to-date documentation. It should
also be noted that the description provided here applies to the implementation of HYPE
specific to this thesis, including certain parameter names. HYPE is capable of much more
than water-balance, such as the calculation of nutrient transport as well as more nuanced
evaporation and snowmelt routines; but as we have not made use of this functionality,
it is not included in this specification.

2.2 Surface Processes

Each sub-basin is endowed with a set of combined land-use/soil-type classes. At the
sub-basin level, the model is lumped, meaning that the calculations operate on fractions
of the sub-basin which possess variables representing per-class averages. The parameters
indicating these fractions are slc_i, i = 1, ..., 10. These parameters are part of the land-
use/soil-type scheme, the details of which are provided in Section 3.3. In this thesis, we
use slc_1 to indicate what fraction of the sub-basin area consists of lake surface. The
first decision (D1) in Figure (2.1) is governed wholly by this parameter, that is:

Plake = P · slc_1, (2.2.1)
Pland = P · (1− slc_1),

where P is input as precipitation [mm] and Plake and Pland are the portions of the
precipitation inflow which go to the lake and land routines respectively.

6



2.2. SURFACE PROCESSES

Figure 2.1: Activity diagram for precipitation and upstream flow entering a HYPE sub-
basin. 7



CHAPTER 2. WATER-BALANCE MODELING

Decision (D2) in Figure (2.1) determines whether the precipitation input falls as rain
or snow. The proportion of precipitation which falls as rain depends on air temperature,
T (model input [◦C]), and a threshold temperature, ttmp (user-provided parameter [◦C]),
the rest is added to snowpack:

Prain = arain · P,
Psnow = (1− arain) · P,

where

arain =
{

0, T ≥ ttmp,
1, T > ttmp.

If temperature T is greater than the threshold temperature ttmp, snowmelt occurs
and is added to inflow according to

Pmelt = Min{cmlt · (T − ttmp), Sp},

where cmlt is the melting rate [mm/(◦C day)], a model parameter, and Sp is the water
equivalent of the current amount of snow [mm] on the ground. The thickness of the
snowpack, wSp , which is a diagnostic variable (i.e. not used for flow calculations) depends
on snow density, ρSp , the age of the snow in days, aSp , and two parameters snowdens0,
the density of new-fallen snow [g/cm3], and snowdensdt, the increase of snow density
per day [g/(cm3d)]:

wSp = 0.1 · Sp
snowdens0 + snowdensdt · aSp

.

Thus, at (D3) the potential infiltration Ipot is simply the sum of Pmelt and Prain:

Ipot = Pmelt + Prain.

Now, a portion of the potential infiltration is diverted directly to (low infiltration)
surface runoff and made available for macropore flow (D6). This portion is determined
by three parameters, macrate, mactrinf, and srrate, which determine the fractions of
macropore flow qmacro and low infiltration runoff qlfrunoff. The fractions (at (D6)) are
calculated as

qmacro =


macrate · (Ipot − mactrinf), if macrate + srrate > 1,

macrate
macrate + srrate

· (Ipot − mactrinf), else,

qlfrunoff =


srrate · (Ipot − mactrinf), if macrate + srrate > 1,

srrate
macrate + srrate

· (Ipot − mactrinf), else.

8



2.3. IN-SOIL PROCESSES

Another parameter, mactrsm, is available as an offset to srrate to ensure that small
amounts of rain infiltrate instead of running off directly. That is, to ensure that the
direct surface runoff occurs only when the amount of soil moisture exceeds a threshold
value, given by mactrsm.

After qmacro and qlfrunoff are calculated, they are subtracted from the potential infil-
tration. The updated potential infiltration,

Îpot = Ipot − (qmacro + qlfrunoff),

then comprises that amount of inflow from precipitation and snowmelt which interacts
with the uppermost soil layer. Meanwhile, qmacro enters the macropore flow system at
(D7) and qlfrunoff is added to local runoff qloc at (D6). Now, qmacro is added to the
moisture content of soil layer 3, unless it is at capacity, in which case qmacro is added to
soil layer 2. In other words, qmacro is added to that layer in which the water table resides
(the uppermost non-filled soil layer).

2.3 In-Soil Processes

Provided that Îpot is greater than zero, it is added to the moisture content of soil layer
1, S1. The moisture in soil layer 1 is subject to soil-layer runoff, percolation, and
evapotranspiration.

The percolation of water downward into soil layer 2 is governed by parameters wcfci
(field capacity), wcwpi (wilting point), wcepi (effective porosity), and mperci (maximum
allowed percolation), where i = 1, 2, 3, is an index denoting soil layer. From soil layer 1
to soil layer 2, percolation occurs according to

qperc12 = Min{(S1 − wcwp1− wcfc1), mperc1},

provided that the moisture content of soil layer 2, S2, does not exceed its field capacity
when qperc12 is added. If such is the case,

qperc12 = wcwp2 + wcfc2 + wcep2− S2 + qperc23,

and S2 is set to wcfc2. Here, perc23 is the percolation from soil layer 2 to soil layer
3, which is calculated differently depending on the situation. If soil layer 2 is not at
capacity when qperc12 is added, then qperc23 = 0. If wcfc2 is reached and if soil layer 3
will not reach capacity with the percolation added, then

qperc23 = Min{wcwp3 + wcfc3 + wcep3− S3, mperc2},

otherwise it is

qperc23 = Min{S2 + qperc12 − wcwp2− wcfc2,

wcwp3 + wcfc3 + wcep3− S3,

mperc2}.

9



CHAPTER 2. WATER-BALANCE MODELING

When S1 > wcfc1 (the water table is above the surface), surface runoff can occur at
(D8) using

qhgrunoff = Max{srrcs · (S1 − wcwp1− wcfc1− wcep1), 0}.

If such is the case, qhgrunoff is added to the local runoff qloc.
The moisture content of the two uppermost soil layers, S1 and S2, are subject to

evapotranspiration at (D5) and (D11), but only if the layer moisture exceeds the wilting
point. Evapotranspiration depends on temperature, soil depth, threshold temperature
ttmp, and the rate parameter cevp. An additional parameter, epotdist, ensures that
the evapotranspiration rate decreases exponentially with soil depth:

Ei =
{
ai · cevp · (T − ttmp), Si > wcwpi,
0, else,

where

a1 = w1ξ1
w1ξ1 + w2ξ2

,

a2 = w2ξ2
w1ξ1 + w2ξ2

,

ξ1 = e−epotdist·h1/2,

ξ2 = e−epotdist·h1+(h2−h1)/2.

Here, hi is the depth of soil layer i and wi is the width of that soil layer.
At (D8), (D9), and (D10), the soil dynamics may produce runoff at each soil layer.

The parameters governing this process are the same as those governing percolation:
field capacity, wilting point, and effective porosity, with the addition of streamdepth,
which specifies for each land-use/soil-type class the depth of the soil drainage into local
streams, as well as rrcsi, a recession coefficient determining how much of the excess
water is converted to runoff. Any soil beneath the streamdepth does not contribute to
local runoff, but stays in the soil. Soil layer runoff occurs when saturation is achieved;
that is, when the soil moisture is greater than field capacity plus wilting point:

qrunoffi =
{

rrcsi · (Si − wcwpi− wcfci), Si > wcfci+ wcwpi,
0, else.

As with the surface runoff, qhgrunoff, and low infiltration runoff, qlfrunoff, soil layer runoff
is added to the total local runoff qloc and enters the lake and river system at (D12).

It is also possible to specify a drainage system that gives rise to additional runoff.
This is done by means of the parameters trrcs (a recession coefficient) and tiledepth,

10



2.4. LAKE AND RIVER PROCESSES

the depth of the conceptual drainage pipe. Drainage runoff, qdrain, is then calculated as

qdrain = trrcs · ∆h
wk
· wcepk,

if: ∆h+ Sk−1 − wcwp(k − 1)− wcfc(k − 1)
wcep(k − 1) · wk−1 > 0,

and if: Sk ≥ wcwpk + wcfck + wcepk,

where

∆h = Sk − wcwpk − wcfck
wcepk

· wk − (hk − tiledepth),

is the distance from the drainage pipe to the ground water table, wk is the thickness of
soil layer k, hk is the depth of soil layer k and k is the index of the soil layer in which
the conceptual drainage pipe is located.

The total local runoff is then calculated as:

qloc = qhgrunoff + qlfrunoff + qrunoff1 + qrunoff3 + qrunoff3 + qdrain.

This water, along with Plake (the fraction of precipitation which falls directly into the
lake system) as well as any inflow from upstream basins, comprises the amount of water
which interacts with the river and lake system at (D12); this is also the amount of water
made potentially available for outflow into downstream basins.

2.4 Lake and River Processes
The implementation of HYPE used in this thesis models the lakes of Sweden as a land-
use/soil-type class, slc_1. Conceptually, each sub-basin knows what fraction of its area
is occupied by lakes. The calculation of these fractions is the subject of Section 3.3.
At sub-basin level, HYPE supports two types of lakes: outlet and local. These are
connected in series by conceptual rivers (local and main) which transport water from
the sub-basin soil and from upbasin outflow into the lake system. At (D12) in Figure
2.1, the local runoff is added to the local river. A portion of this goes to the local lake
and a portion goes to the outlet lake. These fractions, qllakein and qolakefrac, are given by
the parameter icatch:

qllakein = icatch · (qloc + qP ),
qolakefrac = (1− icatch) · (qloc + qP ).

where qP is the inflow from precipitation which falls directly into the lake:

qP = Plake ·Ab.

11



CHAPTER 2. WATER-BALANCE MODELING

Figure 2.2: A typical sub-basin with land-use fractions: non-forrest (orange), forrest
(green), and lake (white).

Here, Ab is the lake area of the sub-basin, and Plake is as in equation (2.2.1). Outflow
from the local lake, qllakeout, is added, along with the inflow from upstream basins qin,
to the outlet lake inflow, qolakein:

qolakein = qllakeout + qin.

The outflow from both types of lakes is calculated according to the relation of the
current water level to an outflow threshold, defined by a lake depth parameter. For local
lakes this parameter is called gldepi and for outlet lakes it is simply lake_depth:

qllakeout =
{
gk · (Aup)ga · (ωl − gldepi)gp , ωl > gldepi,
0, else,

(2.4.1)

qolakeout =
{
gk · (Aup)ga · (ωo − lake_depth)gp , ωo > lake_depth,
0, else.

Here, gk, ga, and gp are model parameters given by gratk, grata, and gratp respectively,
Aup is the total area of the catchment feeding the lake (composed of several sub-basins
in series), and ωo and ωl are the water-levels of the outlet and local lakes respectively.
These are calculated at (D13) and (D14). The outlet lake discharge, qolakeout, comprises
the total outflow of the sub-basin, and it is this outflow that is the target variable
when modeling inflow into hydropower-producing sub-basins. Figure 2.2 shows a typical
sub-basin, with land-use/soil-type fractions.
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Chapter 3

HYPE Model Setup

The implementation of a HYPE model involves the creation of geographically accurate
sub-basins and a correct classification of the areas of each sub-basin with respect to
land-use and soil type. To this end, there are a variety of Geographical Information
System (GIS) tools and database archives available for public use. For this thesis, we
have made use of the WHIST tool developed at SMHI for the calculation of sub-basin
polygons based on the data set HYDRO1K, developed by the United States Geological
Survey (USGS).

3.1 Maps and Projections
In order to establish a computational domain for the water balance model, the praxis
in hydrological modeling is to define a suitable mapping from a point on the spheroid
surface of the Earth (indicated by longitude and latitude) to a point on a flat plane.
The water balance equations are then solved on the plane.

A general overview of projection methods is given in [17]. The projection used in this
thesis is the Lambert Azimuthal Equal-Area projection. The transformation equations
are given by

x = Rk cos Φ sin(λ− λ0),
y = Rk(cos Φ1 sin Φ− sin Φ1 cos Φ cos(λ− λ0))

where R is the radius (in meters) of the sphere of reference, (Φ1, λ0) are the latitude and
longitude of origo (in radians) on the plane of projection, (Φ, λ) are coordinates on the
Earth’s surface, and k is the following scaling factor:

k =
( 2

1 + sin(Φ1) sin(Φ) + cos(Φ1) cos(Φ) cos(λ− λ0)

)1/2
.

With parameters chosen as radius R = 6370997 m, and pole (origo) at (55◦N , 20◦E), this
transformation gives an area-preserving and minimally distorted projection of Europe.
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Figure 3.1: The interface window of the WHIST tool. Here the Luleälven catchment
area is selected and the calculated flowpaths are shown in black. The background DEM
is that provided by HYDRO1K, and the calculated subbasins are outlined in blue.

3.2 Hydrological Response Units: Sub-basins

The setup tool WHIST has been developed at SMHI to aid in the creation of geographical
information needed for the operation of hydrological models. WHIST uses three types of
data to assemble a computational domain for HYPE: a Digital Elevation Model (DEM),
a Flow Accumulation Model (ACC), and a Flow Direction Model (DIR). These three
data are assembled and distributed by a variety of organizations. This thesis has made
use of the HYDRO1K database developed by the U.S. Geological Survey’s EROS Center.
It is the goal of the HYDRO1K project to provide hydrologically correct geographic data
for use in continental and regional scale modeling.

The HYDRO1K database has a spatial resolution of 30 arc-seconds (about 1 km)
and was derived from the GTOPO30 dataset, which was in turn complied from 8 sources
composed of raster and vector data supplied by a variety of international organizations.
See the GTOPO30 documentation [11] and the HYDRO1K documentation [12] for de-
tailed information about how these data sets were compiled and produced.

In addition to the elevation and flow-routing data provided in the HYDRO1K database,
WHIST is able to extract the needed land-use/soil-type fractions discussed in Section
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3.3. LAND-USE/SOIL-TYPE MODEL

2.2. This data may be input in the form of a shapefile or raster image. The output of the
WHIST tool is a data table containing relevant information for hydrological modeling,
including the following:

• Id numbers for each sub-basin.

• The area of each sub-basin.

• The mean elevation of each sub-basin.

• The land-use/soil-type fractions.

• The id number of the downstream sub-basin.

WHIST is also capable of printing out shapefiles which depict the polygons of each sub-
basin and contains the data table columns as attributes. This functionality is especially
useful for interfacing with GIS tools for visualization.

The algorithm used by WHIST to produce the needed polygons and associated data
proceeds as follows. The ACC and DIR grids are scanned row-wise and a pour point
is set for each cell which presents a difference in flow acceleration (ACC) between itself
and its upstream cell (as indicated by DIR) larger than a threshold proportional to the
grid resolution. Each polygon is then created by summing the rectangles for each grid
cell which are upstream from the pour point until the upstream pour point is reached.
Once the polygons are defined, land-use fractions, mean elevation, and area are easily
calculated. The flow connections (identifying the downstream basin) is done by simply
reading the DIR grid at each pour point. In addition, a good deal of controls and checks
are in place in order to prevent the creation of flow loops and unrealistic sinks.

Figure 3.2 shows the model domain divided into sub-basin polygons, the output
of the WHIST tool. The inset shows the sub-basin ids. Note that the axis grid is that
obtained via the projection described in Section 3.1. These sub-basin polygons constitute
the basic hydrological response unit used for the computation of flow through the model
domain. However, each sub-basin has a unique land-use/soil-type profile, in the form of
fractions of land-use/soil-type classes defined by the user.

3.3 Land-Use/Soil-Type Model

In order to calculate sub-basin flow, HYPE makes use of so-called land-use/soil-type
classes (SLCs), which provide information about what parameters should be used for
what fractions of the sub-basin area. Many of the parameters listed in Appendix A are
SLC-dependent. For example, the evapotranspiration rate may be different for different
land uses, e.g. farmland versus forest. Similarly, the field capacity of topsoil may vary
with soil type, e.g. sandy soil versus clay. The number of soil-types and land-use
categories defines the level of detail in the model.

To obtain a suitable land-use/soil-type model for this thesis, we have made use of
raster data on land cover for the CLC2006 inventory made available for public use by
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Figure 3.2: The model domain with 2648 sub-basin polygons.

the European Environment Agency [19]. This dataset categorizes pixels of size 250×250
km into 44 land-uses ranging from olive groves and continuous urban fabric to glaciers
and perpetual snow. For this thesis we have reduced the resolution to 500×500 km and
mapped the 44 land-use categories into 10 combined land-use/soil-type classes.

To define this mapping, we simply assign by hand each sub-category to one of the
following: forest, lake, urban, and non-forest. We then further divide the land-use classes
forest and non-forest into four soil-types: northern Sweden, southern Sweden, and two
for middle Sweden. All-in-all that makes ten land-use/soil-type classes: lake, urban,
northern forest, northern non-forest, upper middle forest, upper middle non-forest, and
so on.
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Figure 3.3: The CLC2006 land-use raster provided by the European Energy Agency [19]
(left) and the reclassified raster used to identify SLCs in HYPE (right).
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Chapter 4

Parameter Estimation

In order to obtain physically accurate values for the parameters in Appendix A, we
must employ an optimization algorithm to determine those values which best reproduce
a target series of historical data which reflect the flow we would like to model. To
this end, HYPE supports several optimization routines and criteria. For this thesis,
we have used the Differential Evolution algorithm against a target series provided by
industry-leading hydrologists.

4.1 The Target Series

The target series for this thesis has been provided by hydrologists at Thompson Reuters,
who operate a water balance model for the purpose of providing power-industry partic-
ipants with accurate hydrological statistics. The target series is in the form of a time-
series of simulated flows per price zone. The model operated by Thompson Reuters runs
in units of energy, and the inflows are calculated as GWh per day.

We disaggregate this time-series in a geographically accurate manner, and convert
the target series into m3/s. Our general rule is to model inflow into Luleälven and
Skellefteälven for SE1, Umeälven, Ångermanälven, Indalsälven, Ljungan, and Ljusnan
for SE2, Dalälven, Göta älv, and eastern middle Sweden for SE3, and all hydropower sta-
tions located in SE4. The target flows are distributed among the relevant sub-basins by
means of a weight-factor determined by the price-area percentage of annual generation.
That is, inflow qin at station si on day dt is given by

qin(si, dt) = wi ·
36 · 109 · Pj(dt)

864 · ηρghi
, (4.1.1)

where Pj is energy (in GWh) for price area j = 1, 2, 3, 4, η is a price-zone efficiency
(constant η = 0.9), ρ is the density of water in kg/m3, g is the gravitational acceleration
constant, and hi is the fall height of power station i. Note the numerical factor 36·109/864
converts GWh/day to J/s, otherwise known as watts. Total inflow for the basin bk in
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which station si resides is then the average inflow of all such basins:

qin(bk, dt) = 1
Nk

Nk∑
i=1

qin(si, dt),

where Nk is the number of power stations in basin bk. Finally, the weight factor wi in
4.1.1 is calculated as

wi = Ei∑N
j=1Ej

,

where Ei is the annual generation for power station i and N is the number of basins
in the price-area in which bk resides. Having established the locations of flows into
power-generating sub-basins, we must assign these as outflows to upstream sub-basins.
HYPE will then be able to compare these values with the computed outflows and use
this information for parameter calibration.

Based on the information provided in the HYDRO1K database, WHIST calculates
the main downstream sub-basin for each sub-basin. That is, all the discharge leaving
one hydrological response unit pours as inflow into one unique downstream basin. Thus,
each basin pours into only one basin, but each basin may receive inflows from several
upstream basins. Figure 4.1 shows an example of how this works. We see sub-basin
6290 (indicated by the id number shown in each polygon), which contains the Högsby
power station. Sub-basins 36, 1941, and 587 pour into the Högsby basin; therefore, the
target series value attributed to Högsby is assigned as outflow of sub-basins 36, 1941,
and 587. The outflow is assigned according to the sub-basin area as well as the combined
upstream area of the catchment:

qout(bi, dt) = qin(bj , dt) ·
0.5 · (Ai +A∗i )∑N
k=1 0.5 · (Ak +A∗k)

,

Where bj is the main downstream sub-basin of bi, Ai is the area of bi, and A∗i is the
combined upstream area of bi, that is, the total area of the catchment of which bi is a
component. N is the number of upstream sub-basins that feed basin j, e.g. N = 3 for
j = 6290 as shown in Figure 4.1.

With the flows distributed among the hydrological response units as m3/s, we are
able to calibrate the HYPE parameters based on the flow signal. Thereby we have
created a conceptual model based on physical properties, which takes meteorological
data as input and produces per price area inflows fitted to the best inflow statistics
available. The calibration procedure is described in Section 4.2.

4.2 Differential Evolution
Differential Evolution belongs to a class of algorithms for optimization and search known
as genetic algorithms, a subset of the so-called evolutionary algorithms. Speaking gener-
ally, these algorithms attempt to act on the parameter space of an optimization problem
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Figure 4.1: Close-up of sub-basin 6290, which contains the Högsby power station.

the way evolution acts on the genes of a biological population: by enabling genetic op-
erators (e.g. mutation, inheritance, crossover) to promote the "natural" selection of the
"fittest" members of a population, through successive generations.

Let π(x) : Rd → R be a criteria function which assesses the fitness of the d-
dimensional parameter vector x. The basic idea of DE is to simulate a set of Markov
Chains, with state-vector xi, which have the stationary probability density function π(xi)
[22]. We proceed by simulating N such vectors x1, ..., xN . Call these the individuals of
population X, an N × d matrix with the xi arrayed along its rows.

We then cycle through the rows of X and replace each row with a new individual
according to the following heuristic. For the i-th row, create a proposal-individual xp
using

xp = xi + γ(xR1 − xR2) + e, (4.2.1)

where xR1 and xR2 (R1 and R2 are row-indicies of X) randomly selected without re-
placement from the population X−i (the population X with the i-th member removed),
γ is a hyperparameter (that is, a parameter with respect the the parameters of the
model) with values typically in the range [0.4, 1.0], and e ∼ N(0, b)d, where b is again
a hyperparameter with b small [22].

Now, once xp has been generated, we cycle through each of its elements and replace
xpj (the proposed value) with xij (the previous value) with probability 1 − CR, j = 1,
..., d. The hyperparameter CR is called the crossover probability. Finally, the proposal-
individual xp, augmented by crossover, is accepted as a member of the next generation
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with probability min(1,r) where

r = π(xp)
π(xi)

.

These ideas are summarized in Algorithm 1. That this algorithm yields a Markov Chain
with the desired stationary distribution is shown in Theorem 4.2.1 [22].

for s = 1, 2, ..., Ngen do
for i = 1, 2, ..., Npop do

draw R1 ∼ U(0, 1) ∗Npop;
draw R2 ∼ U(0, 1) ∗Npop;
for j = 1, 2, ..., d do

draw c ∼ U(0, 1);
if 1− CR > c then

draw e ∼ N(0, b);
set xpj = Xi,j + γ ∗ (XR1,j −XR2,j) + e;

end
end
set r = π(xp)/π(Xi);
draw p ∼ U(0, 1);
if r > p then

swap(Xi, xp);
end

end
end

Algorithm 1: Differential Evolution

Theorem 4.2.1. The DE algorithm yields a Markov Chain whose unique stationary
distribution has the joint probability density function π(·)N .

Proof. The ith Markov Chain generated by DE has π(·) as its stationary distribution
because the chain is reversible; that is, the jump from xi to xp satisfies detailed balance
with respect to π(·) for every i. This can be seen by considering that

xi = xp − γ(xR2 − xR1)− e
= xp + γ(xR1 − xR2)− e,

and noting that the two terms of the jump are symmetrically distributed around zero: e
by definition and (xR2−xR1) by noting that since R1 and R2 are both drawn uniformly
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from [0, Npop], the pair (R1, R2) is equally likely as the pair (R2, R1). Thus we can write
the statement of detailed balance:

π(xp)q(xp,xi) = π(xi)q(xi,xp), (4.2.2)

where q is the transition density of the ith chain. Note here that xi, xp ∈ S ⊂ Rd, where
S is the space spanned by user-defined parameter intervals. This is the outcome space
we want our Markov Chains to explore. Also note that for any x ∈ S, the transition
density q is a probability density: ∫

y∈S
q(x,y)dy = 1.

We need only integrate (4.2.2) to see that π(·) is the stationary distribution:∫
S
π(xp)q(xp,xi)dxp =

∫
S
π(xi)q(xi,xp)dxp

= π(xi)
∫
S
q(xi,xp)dxp

= π(xi). (4.2.3)

Now, π(·) is the stationary distribution of the ith chain conditional on the other chains;
but since it doesn’t depend on the state of the other chains and is identical for all chains,
the joint distribution is π(x1, ...,x1) = π(x1) · ... · π(x1) = π(·)N [22].

The uniqueness of π(·) (as the stationary distribution of the Markov Chain generated
by DE) follows from the fact that the DE-generated Markov Chain is aperiodic, non-
transient, and irreducible [23]. The first two conditions are satisfied since DE creates a
random walk for each individual (except for trivial exceptions). The third condition is
satisfied since, by definition, the distribution of e enjoys unbounded support [23]. Thus,
each chain generated by DE (the successive generations of the rows of X) has a unique
stationary distribution which, from (4.2.3) is the fitness function π(·).

The choice of suitable values of hyperparameters γ, CR, and b, as well as the number
of populations and generations needed for convergence is the subject of a battery of
numerical tests performed in [22]. For a multivariate-normal target, it is recommended
to use b = 0.5 and γ = 2.38/

√
d, where d is the dimension of the problem (the number of

parameters to be estimated). The choice of CR depends on what we believe about the
parameter surface. If we believe the surface has many local extrema, we must choose a
relatively large value, but this will hamper convergence time.

In our implementation of HYPE for modeling hydrological inflow into Swedish price
areas, we do not know much about the extrema of the parameter space S. However we
do not require convergence to a global maximum. In fact there is no guarantee that a
global maximum exists. This does not pose a problem as long as we can achieve a model
with satisfactory performance, which is the subject of Chapter 5.

Finally we must derive a suitable fitness function π(x) which can judge the perfor-
mance of the model under the parameter set x. To accomplish this we use the Nash-
Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) and the relative bias (RRE). The NSE, essentially, captures
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the ratio of the residual variance of the model to the variance of the target data [20].
This is considered by hydrologists to be the best metric for the over-all fit of an inflow
series [20] [21], so it is a natural choice as a fitness function. We include the RRE in
order to increase the performance of the model with respect to low-volume flows. The
NSE generally underestimates model performance during low-volume flow [21].

Having disaggregated the inflows as described in Section 4.1, it is important that we
calibrate against the data regionally. That is, we do not calibrate on inflows per sub-
basin, but rather against the regional sum of all time-series data per price area. This is
because our target series does not give us any information about individual flows, only
their sum. The regional Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency is given as

NSEreg =
∑Nt
t=1(q̂(dt)− q(dt))2∑Nt

t=1(q(dt)− 1
Nt

∑Nt
t=1 q(dt))2

,

where Nt is number of time steps with observations for all stations, t is an index over
time steps with observations for all stations, q̂(dt) is the simulated outflow on day dt,
and q(dt) is the target outflow on that day. The regional relative bias is defined

RRE =
∑Nt
t=1(q̂(dt)− q(dt))
|
∑Nt
t=1 q(dt)|

.

For each price area we then define the fitness function as the mean of the NSE and
RRE:

π(x) = 0.5 ·NSEreg(q̂(x)) + 0.5 ·RRE(q̂(x)),

where q̂(x) are the inflows generated by the parameter set x.
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Chapter 5

Model Evaluation

We have chosen the years 2010-2013 as calibration years, as these four years display a
variety of the possible inflow patterns that may occur. Inflow in 2010 showed a tremen-
dous spring flood, with a weekly-cumulative max of 8 TWh, whereas the next highest
week in this four year period showed a spring flood peak of 5.3 TWh, in 2013. In con-
trast, the 2011 inflows showed an almost bi-modal pattern, with substantial inflow in the
form of autumn rainfall. We choose these years in order to capture the range of types
of dynamics that can occur.

The remaining years for which we have target data, 2002-2009, serve as our trial
period with which we test the accuracy of the model. In order to assess the accuracy
of our model, we proceed as in [20] and [21] by using the Bravais-Pearson Coefficient
of Determination, R2, and the Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency, NSE. These are defined as
follows:

r2 =
( ∑Nt

t=1(qt − q̄)(q̂t − ¯̂q)√∑Nt
t=1(qi − q̄)2

√∑Nt
i=1(q̂i − ¯̂q)2

)2

, (5.0.1)

NSE = 1−
∑Nt
t=1(qt − q̂t)∑Nt
t=1(qt − q̄)

, (5.0.2)

where qt is target-series flow on dt, q̂t is the HYPE simulated flow on the same day, q̄ is
the mean value of the target series, and Nt is the length of the time-series. These flows,
e.g. q̂t, are the sum of all flows located in the price area of interest, as we calculate the
error statistics for each area separately as well as at the national level (all price zones
combined). These statistics are shown in Table 5.1.

Ideally we would like a longer test period with respect to the trial period; however,
the model complexity and the number of generations required by differential evolution
limit the test period with respect to run time. Indeed, typical run times (the price areas
are calibrated separately) need on the order of 105 seconds (about 5 days) to achieve the
results discussed in Section 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Performance statistics for the HYPE implementation.

test error (2010-2013) SE1 SE2 SE3 SE4 SE

daily NSE 0.86 0.83 0.43 0.04 0.87

daily r2 0.88 0.88 0.70 0.64 0.91

β1 0.86 0.78 0.66 0.51 0.82

β0 [GWh] 10.1 20.4 6.96 2.21 31.9

weighted r2 0.76 0.70 0.46 0.33 0.75

weekly NSE 0.87 0.84 0.46 0.13 0.88

weekly r2 0.90 0.90 0.74 0.65 0.92

trial error (2002-2009)

daily NSE 0.88 0.82 0.31 0.53 0.88

daily r2 0.91 0.89 0.68 0.83 0.93

β1 0.86 0.79 0.63 0.62 0.82

β0 [GWh] 10.0 18.7 6.36 1.74 27.7

weighted r2 0.78 0.70 0.42 0.52 0.76

weekly NSE 0.89 0.84 0.35 0.56 0.89

weekly r2 0.92 0.90 0.70 0.84 0.94

5.1 Interpreting the Accuracy Statistics

The r2 statistic is generally interpreted as that proportion of the variance present in the
target data which is explained by the model. It is often referred to as "goodness-of-fit",
where r2 ∈ [0, 1] with 1 being a perfect fit and 0 being no fit at all. Typically, values
greater than 0.5 are considered acceptable in hydrological modeling [20]. However it
should be noted that these values can be biased towards models which do well at cap-
turing the dynamics of the target series but possess systematic over- or underestimation.

To overcome the bias of the r2 statistic we present in Table 5.1 the intercept β0 and
the slope β1 of the regression

q = β0 + β1q̂,

which can be considered along with r2. The intercept β0 should have a low value in
the context of inflows; the units here are [GWh] (the rest of the accuracy statistics are
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dimensionless). A high value would indicate a consistent overestimation of low-season
flows (close to zero). A value less than zero would indicate a consistent underestimate
of low-season flows. The slope β1 should have a value close to 1, which would indicate a
perfect linear correlation between the target values and the predicted values.

The so-called weighted r2 is also presented in Table 5.1. This is simply the r2 times
the slope:

weighted r2 = β1r
2.

It is recommended in [20] that the weighted r2 be used instead of the r2, here we present
both.

The Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency has the range [−∞, 1] with 1 being a perfect model. A
value less than zero indicates that the predictive power of the model is less than simple
prediction by mean value.

In light of these statistics, we interpret the performance of our HYPE implementation
as follows. The model performs quite well at the national level (SE) and in price areas
SE1 and SE2, though we see some tendency to overestimate low-season flows in SE2.
There is little discrepancy between the test and trial sets; the model even performs
significantly better in SE4 on the trial set as compared to the test set.

The model shows a less satisfactory predictive power in SE3 and SE4 (southern Swe-
den); however, the performance in SE3 and SE4 is likely underestimated due to the low
volume of inflow in these price areas. In general the model captures the dynamic inflows
of a reservoir-dominant system much better than the run-of-river system dominant in
southern Sweden. We conclude that the model is well-suited to describe the dynamics
of inflow patterns vis-a-vis spring flood dynamics, cumulative flows, and occurrence of
peak flows, but should not be used to perform a detailed study of low-volume inflows.
The simulated inflows are shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Weekly simulated inflows (blue) along with the target series (red) per price
area and at national level. Note here that the NSE values for the series shown here are
0.89, 0.89, 0.84, 0.35, and 0.56 for price areas SE, SE1, SE2, SE3, and SE4 respectively.
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Chapter 6

Input Data

Meteorological observation data for the implementation of this thesis has been obtained
from the Swedish Hydrological and Meteorological Institute’s open data archive, via the
REST API service. The data consists of daily measurement values of precipitation and
temperature. Measurements are taken either manually or automatically at measuring
stations spread throughout Sweden. Precipitation measurements are taken at 06:00
UTC and show therefore the accumulated precipitation from the previous day. If the
precipitation has fallen as snow or ice, it is melted before the measurement is taken [24].
Temperature values are the daily average calculated using the so-called Ekholm-Modén
method, see [25] for details.

We have developed an API application to retrieve the meteorological data, it simply
iterates through the nodes of the REST data structure and collects data from stations
which contain any data at all which fall within the desired period. If data is missing
from other days, the string NA is added to that day. The result is a data table with a
row for each day and a column for each station, with the entry NA in case of missing
data, see Figure 6.1.

The issue of missing data is central to hydrological modeling, not only in the case of
time-series which are missing values temporally, but in the spatial interpolation of point
data (for each day) into a surface with values for each sub-basin. The interpolation
implemented in this thesis is ordinary kriging and is explained in Section 6.1.

To get a sense of the amount of missing data, Figure 6.1 shows a visualization of the
API-obtained data; we have placed a blue dot at points which contain data, left blank
points which contain NA, and arranged these row-wise (for each day) in a large matrix.
The temperature data table (Figure 6.1, lower) contains 17.7 % missing values, while
the precipitation data table (Figure 6.1, upper) contains 19.1 % missing data.

Note that the data shown in Figure 6.1 are the temporal missing data, with a column
for each measuring station in the database. The interpolation described in Section 6.1
applies to spatially missing data as well, that is, to grid points which do not contain
a measuring station. Whereas e.g. the temperature data table in Figure 6.1 contains
262 columns, the full interpolation data table contains 1069 columns. The number of
measuring stations taking precipitation measurements is considerably higher than the
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Figure 6.1: Visualization of the missing data values for the time period 2001-01-01 to
2015-11-01. A blue dot is placed where the data table contains a value in the precipitation
matrix (upper) and temperature matrix (below); the x- and y-axis show column and row
indices respectively, each row is a day and each column is a measuring station.

number of those taking temperature data due to the fact that the spatial variation is
much greater for precipitation than for temperature, thus a higher density of stations is
desired.

6.1 Ordinary Kriging

To achieve an adequate interpolation of measurement data, we employ the technique
of ordinary kriging. The idea is to model our data, e.g. temperature measurements,
such that they represent partial observations (Z(s1), ..., Z(sn)), at locations s ∈ D (e.g.
coordinates on a map), of a stationary stochastic process

{Z(s) | s ∈ D ⊂ R2}, (6.1.1)
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which satisfies

E[Z(s)] = µ, ∀s ∈ D, (6.1.2)
Var[Z(si)− Z(sj)] = 2γ(si − sj), ∀si, sj ∈ D, (6.1.3)

where γ : R2 → R is a variogram function:

γ(h) = 1
2 Var[Z(s + h)− Z(s)], h ∈ R2. (6.1.4)

In the context of kriging, the choice of variogram model (6.1.4) is considered a parameter
of the process (6.1.1). The determination of an appropriate variogram is discussed in
Section 6.2. In ordinary kriging, we assume the model:

Z(s) = µ+ δ(s), s ∈ D,µ ∈ R, (6.1.5)

and the linear predictor at unknown point s0:

Ẑ(s0) =
n∑
i=1

λiZ(si),
n∑
i=1

λi = 1. (6.1.6)

Here δ(s) is a zero-mean Gaussian stochastic process with unknown variance which
comprises the error due to smooth small-scale variation, microscale variation, and mea-
surement error. The coefficients λi are essentially cleverly chosen weights such that the
linear predictor (6.1.6) is unbiased and minimizes the mean squared prediction error:

E[(Z(s0)− Ẑ(s0))2]. (6.1.7)

Theorem 6.1.1. Given the model described by (6.1.1), (6.1.2), (6.1.3), (6.1.4), (6.1.5),
and (6.1.6),

λ = Γ−1γ0, (6.1.8)

where

Γi,j =


γ(si − sj), i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., n,
1, i = n+ 1, j = 1, ..., n,
1, i = 1, ..., n, j = n+ 1,
0, i = n+ 1, j = n+ 1,

is a symmetric (n+ 1)× (n+ 1) matrix,

λ = (λ1, ..., λn,m)T ,

with m being a Lagrange multiplier, and the right hand side

γ0 = (γ(s0 − s1), ..., γ(s0 − sn), 1)T ,

mimizes the mean squared prediction error (6.1.7).
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Proof. In order to derive the linear system (6.1.8), we must solve the following mini-
mization problem for (6.1.7) with respect to (λ1, ..., λn):

minimize: E
[
(Z(s0)−

n∑
i=1

λiZ(si))2
]
, subject to:

n∑
i=1

λi = 1.

Using the method of Lagrange multipliers, this is equivalent to

minimize: E
[
(Z(s0)−

n∑
i=1

λiZ(si))2
]
− 2m

( n∑
i=1

λi − 1
)
, (6.1.9)

subject to:
( n∑
i=1

λi − 1
)

= 0. (6.1.10)

We proceed as is usual in the case of minimization with Lagrange: by differentiating the
cost function (6.1.9) and after setting the result equal to zero, solving for the coefficients
λi and the multiplier m. The calculation is as follows.

Consider the quantity in the expectation in (6.1.9):

(Z(s0)−
n∑
i=1

λiZ(si))2 = Z(s0)2 − Z(s0)
n∑
i=1

λiZ(si)

− Z(s0)
n∑
i=1

λiZ(si) +
n∑
i=1

λiZ(si)
n∑
j=1

λjZ(sj).

Now multiply Z(s0)2 by∑n
i=1 λi and add and subtract the terms λ1Z(s1)2, ...., λnZ(sn)2

to get

(Z(s0)−
n∑
i=1

λiZ(si))2 =
n∑
i=1

(
λiZ(s0)2 − 2λiZ(s0)Z(si) + λiZ(si)2

)

+
n∑
i=1

λiZ(si)
n∑
j=1

λjZ(sj)

−
n∑
i=1

λiZ(si)2.

Multiply the last term by ∑n
i=1 λi to get

(Z(s0)−
n∑
i=1

λiZ(si))2 =
n∑
i=1

λi(Z(s0)− Z(si))2

−
( n∑
i=1

λiZ(si)2
n∑
j=1

λj −
n∑
i=1

λiZ(si)
n∑
j=1

λjZ(sj)
)

=
n∑
i=1

λi(Z(s0)− Z(si))2

−
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

λiλj(Z(si)− Z(sj))2/2.
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Using the properties (6.1.2) and (6.1.3), the cost function (6.1.9) becomes

2
n∑
i=1

λiγ(s0 − si)−
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

λiλjγ(si − sj)− 2m
( n∑
i=1

λi − 1
)
.

Differentiating and equating the result to zero gives the following equations, which the
optimal λi must satisfy:

γ(s0 − si)−
n∑
j=1

λjγ(si − sj)−m = 0, i = 1, ..., n,

n∑
i=1

λi = 1.

Thus the coefficients λi with the desired qualities (6.1.9) and (6.1.10) can be obtained
by solving

λΓ = γ0.

Obviously the choice of variogram (6.1.4), which models the variance of the stochastic
process (6.1.1) across the interpolation surface, plays an important role in the quality
of the interpolation produced by the kriging weights. The choice of variogram model is
discussed in Section 6.2.

6.2 The Variogram
As mentioned in Section 6.1, the variogram is considered to be a parameter of the process
(6.1.1) and indeed it is all that is needed in order to solve (6.1.8) and obtain the kriging
weights. However, since we have only a finite and discrete set of measurements, the
variogram must be fitted to the data.

The definition of the variogram (6.1.4) bears with it a set of assumptions which
limit what families of functions are available as valid variograms. These restrictions are
detailed in [27] and [26].

Since the variogram describes the random variation of the stochastic process Z(s),
the function must not be such that it gives rise to negative variances. This imposes that
the variogram must be conditionally negative definite, that is:

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

aiaj2γ(si − sj) ≤ 0,

on the condition that
n∑
i=1

ai = 0, ai ∈ R,
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for any finite set of spatial locations {s1, ..., sn}. With {a1, ..., an} thusly defined, we get( n∑
i=1

aiZ(si)
)2

= − 1
2

(
− 2

( n∑
i=1

aiZ(si)
)( n∑

j=1
ajZ(sj)

))

= − 1
2

( n∑
i=1

aiZ(si)2
n∑
j=1

aj

− 2
n∑
i=1

aiZ(si)
n∑
j=1

ajZ(sj)

+
n∑
j=1

ajZ(sj)2
n∑
i=1

ai

)

= − 1
2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

aiaj(Z(si)− Z(sj))2,

⇒ E
[( n∑

i=1
aiZ(si)

)2]
= E

[
− 1

2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

aiaj(Z(si)− Z(sj))2
]
,

⇒ −2 Var
[ n∑
i=1

aiZ(si)
]

=
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

aiaj Var
[
Z(si)− Z(sj)

]

=
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

aiaj2γ(si − sj).

Now, since the variance on the left hand side must be positive, we get that the right
hand side must be negative:

⇒
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

aiaj2γ(si − sj) ≤ 0.

Thus, in order to be valid as a variogram, the function γ must be conditionally negative
definite.

The behavior of γ near the origin is the subject of lengthy discussion in the literature
[26] and [27]. As is easily seen from the definition (6.1.4), we have that γ(h) = γ(−h)
and γ(0) = 0. If γ(h) is continuous at h = 0, then the process Z(s) is L2-continuous
in the sense of E[Z(s + h)− Z(s)]2 → 0 as h → 0. If γ does not approach 0 as h → 0,
then Z(s) is not L2-continuous [28].

The discontinuity of γ at h = 0 gives rise to the so-called nugget effect observed in
many variogram models. In practice, only a finite data set is available and nothing can be
said about the behavior of γ at distances h < min||si − sj ||, i = 1, 2, ..., n, j = 1, 2, ..., n.
As is described in [26], we do not know for a given data set whether the variation close
to the origin is continuous or not, but it is generally allowed that γ is not continuous
at the origin and that γ(h) → c as h → 0, where c is a real positive number called the
"nugget."
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In the context of kriging at distances greater than the microscale, the nugget is
considered a parameter of the variogram. The terminology here, i.e. "nugget," points to
the origin of the kriging theory in mining engineering, where variogram discontinuities
were imagined to occur because of the dispersal of gold nuggets in large bodies of rock
[27].

The behavior of γ as |h| → ∞ is constrained by the inverse square rule

lim
|h|→∞

γ(h)
|h|2 = 0.

If the variogram increases faster than |h|2, it is considered evidence of a long-distance
trend and thus invalidates the model (6.1.5) [27]. Note that the variogram function need
not be bounded, but must not grow faster than |h|2.

To ensure that a valid variogram is fitted to the temperature and precipitation mea-
surements for each day, we proceed by choosing from seventeen parameterized model
families, see Figure 6.2. As in [26], the empirical variogram γ̂ is calculated using

γ̂ = 1
MN(h)

∑
N(h)

(Z(si)− Z(sj))2,

where

N(h) = {(si, sj) | si − sj = h, i = 1, 2, ..., n, j = 1, 2, ..., n},

and MN(h) is the number of distinct pairs in N(h) and n is the number of measuring
stations. The models in Figure (6.2) are then iterated over and that γ is chosen which
minimizes the residual sum of squares. See [29], [30], and [26] for the computational
details of this operation.

Figure 6.3 shows the empirical variogram and the best-fit variogram model for tem-
perature measurements taken across Sweden on 2000-01-01. Figure 6.4 shows the result
of ordinary kriging applied with the variogram in Figure 6.3. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show
the equivalent methods on precipitation measurements for the same day. The left panel
shows the measured values, the right panel shows the interpolation (with measured val-
ues denoted by triangles).
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Figure 6.2: The seventeen model families considered for the variogram fit.

Figure 6.3: Variogram fitted for 2000-01-01 temperature data.
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Figure 6.4: Ordinary kriging of temperature measurements on 2000-01-01 based on the
variogram shown in Figure 6.3. Triangles denote measured values, circles denote the
sub-basin center-coordinates.

Figure 6.5: Variogram fitted for 2000-01-01 precipitation data.
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Figure 6.6: Ordinary kriging of precipitation measurements on 2000-01-01 based on the
variogram shown in Figure 6.5. Triangles denote measured values, circles denote the
sub-basin center-coordinates.
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Chapter 7

Near-Future Climate Data

In our development of a methodology for studying the effect of climate change on hydro-
logical inflows into the power system, we must find representatives for potential climate
change events. That is, we need a data set which is based on the physical processes
that are affected as the climate situation evolves along a well-defined trajectory, e.g.
temperature increase as concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere increases.

Such data is provided by the scientific community in the form of general circula-
tion models (GCMs). These are large-scale numerical models which solve parameterized
equations governing physical processes in the atmosphere, oceans, and land. In many
cases, GCMs are extensions of weather forecasting models which have been adapted to
climate simulation. GCMs contribute the data upon which the analyses of the Interna-
tional Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) are based.

However, the grid resolution of climate models which cover the entire globe makes the
GCMs inappropriate for hydrological modeling. A typical GCM may have a horizontal
grid spacing of on the order of 250 km. For the purposes of this thesis, we need data
with sufficient resolution such that the relevant detail is not lost during the interpolation
process.

In order to make use of the information contained in general circulation models,
climate scientists have taken on the development of so-called regional climate models
(RCMs). These are numerical models which solve the relevant partial differential equa-
tions on a reduced grid size, using a GCM to provide boundary values. Via RCMs,
scientists may draw out the local information implied by a global model. To that end,
the Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) was established
by the World Climate Research Programme.

Through the CORDEX database, the following RCMs have been used to generate
the precipitation and temperature data need to drive our implementation of HYPE:

• RCA4, developed at the Swedish Hydrological and Meteorological Institute, driven
by CNRM-CM5,

• INERIS-WRF331F, developed at the Institut Pierre Simon Laplace, driven by
CMA5A-MR,
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Figure 7.1: CORDEX domain EU_11 (shaded area).

• RACMO22E, developed at the Koninklijk Nederlands Eterologisch Instituut, driven
by EC-EARTH.

This collection of three RCMs, each driven by a separate GCM, forms the foundation
of our analysis of how future climate changes can impact hydrological inflows into the
Swedish hydropower system.

7.1 Cordex Grid
Each of the above-mentioned models has been run on the CORDEX-established grid
titled "EU_11," with a horizontal grid spacing of about 12 km. The domain of this grid
is shown in Figure 7.1 [31]. In the case that several EU_11 data points fall into the same
sub-basin, these are averaged. In the case that no data point falls into a sub-basin, these
are then interpolated using the method described in Section 6.1. Figure 7.2 shows the
resolution of the EU_11 grid in relation to our hydrological response units, the HYPE
sub-basins.

7.2 Distribution-Based Bias Correction
The ability of global circulation models, and of regional climate models specifically, to
accurately simulate climate conditions is an open field of scientific research. It is well-
documented in the literature that RCMs display a consistent bias with respect to the
climate variables near-surface temperature and precipitation, see [32] and [33]. The
regional climate model RCA4, developed at SMHI, for example, over-estimates winter
precipitation flux in polar latitudes by as much as 100% when forced by the ERAINT
GCM [32]. The same model set-up underestimates summer temperatures by as much as
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7.2. DISTRIBUTION-BASED BIAS CORRECTION

Figure 7.2: Close-up of the CORDEX grid EU_11 and how these data points fall into
the HYPE model domain.

3◦C [32]. Some of this model bias is attributed to biases present in the driving GCM
(the ERAINT model in this case) and some can be attributed to errors in the RCM
[33]. To overcome the bias inherent in the RCMs used in this thesis, we have employed
a standard method known as distribution-based bias correction [8].

The idea of this method is to establish a 1-to-1 mapping f from a biased outcome
space Ω to a non-biased outcome space Ω′, such that the image under f of X has the
same statistical properties as historical data. This is accomplished by calculating the
point-wise inverse of an appropriate cumulative distribution function. We describe the
method in detail below.

Let Ω ⊂ R be the set of outcomes of a variable produced by a regional climate model
simulation, which we consider to display model bias, e.g. precipitation values from a
CORDEX database. Let Ω′ ⊂ R be the set of outcomes of the same variable yet produced
by a measurement procedure along with an optimal interpolation technique. Though
the measurement-interpolation procedure is indeed also a model, we consider these as
reflecting the "true" distribution of our variable. Now, we model these outcomes as
random variables belonging to the same model familyM(Θ) but with different parameter
sets:

X : Ω→ R,
X ′ : Ω′ → R,

where

X ∈ M(Θ),
X ′ ∈ M(Θ′).
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In the case of precipitation, we choose the family of Gamma-distributed random
variables,M(Θ) = Γ(α, β), with density functions

fX(x) = βα

Γ(α)x
α−1e−xβ, x ≥ 0, α, β > 0,

fX′(x) = β
′α′

Γ(α′)x
α′−1e−xβ

′
, x ≥ 0, α′, β′ > 0.

Here we denote gamma function as Γ(·), whereas the Gamma probability distribution is
denoted Γ(·, ·). The choice of Γ(α, β) as model family is a natural one for precipitation, as
rainfall is never negative, is concentrated near zero, and only occasionally shows estreme
values. This modelling choice is well supported in the literature [8], [9], [10].

In order to establish the mapping f : Ω→ Ω′ we simply set

f(x) = x′ = F−1
X′ (FX(x)),

where FX and FX′ are the cumulative distribution functions associated with Gamma-
distributed random variables:

FX(x) =
∫ x

0
fX(u)du,

FX′(x) =
∫ x

0
fX′(u)du.

Under this mapping we have by definition that

P(X ′ ≤ x′) = P(X ≤ x),

that is, the outcome x ∈ Ω is mapped to that x′ ∈ Ω′ which has the matching probability
under the "true" distribution Γ(α′, β′). In this way, when the RCM shows an extreme
value, it will be mapped to an equally extreme value, yet within the outcome space that
is considered non-biased. Note that we do not need to invert FX′ analytically, rather we
proceed by first calculating FX(x) and FX′(X ′), then defining a new function

g(x′) = FX(x)− FX′(x′), x′ ∈ X ′,

and using a quick root-finding algorithm to solve g(x′) = 0 for x′. Figure 7.3 shows
FX(x) and FX′(x) typical of a basin in our model. The red curve shows the extent of
the bias which we attribute to the RCM.

This bias correction procedure is performed separately for each of the Nb basins in
the model. This allows for the regional dynamics to be preserved. For each basin, the
Γ(·, ·)-distribution is fitted via maximum likelihood. The complete algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 2.

The same procedure has been applied to the RCM-simulated temperature values but
using a different distribution. As in [8], we use the normal distributions as our model
family:

M(Θ) = N(µ, σ2),
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Figure 7.3: Cumulative distribution functions for the interpolation-obtained values and
the RCM-simulated.

with density function

fX(x) = 1√
2πσ2

e
(x−µ)2

2σ2 , x ∈ R.

Figure 7.4 shows some typical results obtained using the distribution-based bias
adjustment method. Precipitation values are shown for the interpolation-obtained or
"true" values (black rings), the RCA-simulated values (blue triangles) and the bias-
corrected values (red squares).

It is important to note that this method of bias adjustment assumes that the same
probability distribution holds for a basin throughout time. Extending into the future,
climate model outcomes are adjusted such that they conform to the historical outcome
space. The method therefore does not allow for a time-dependent bias on the part of
the regional climate model.

We consider this a reasonable assumption for our model set-up, where the changes
produced under the emissions scenario take the form not of a changing mean, but as a
changing deviation from the mean. That is, as the RCM progresses under the influence
of the emissions scenario, the RCM may show more and more extreme values. This
dynamic is well-captured by the time-independent method. The development of a time-
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dependent bias adjustment method is an open area of research in the field of climate
science.

for i = 1, 2, ..., Nb do
set Sim.vals = RCA[i];
set True.vals = obs[i];
(α, β) = fitDistribution(Sim.vals, Gamma);
(α′, β′) = fitDistribution(True.vals, Gamma);
set y = CDF_Gamma(Sim.vals, α, β);
for j = 1, 2, ..., length(Sim.vals) do

Corr.vals[j] = CDF_Gamma_inverse(y[j], α′, β′);
end

end
Algorithm 2: Distribution-Based Bias Correction

7.3 Defining Climate Scenarios

The Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) is a climate science
dataset consisting of simulated data from a multitude of general circulation models,
produced by climate and weather institutes across the globe. The first phase (CMIP1)
was established in 1995 by the World Climate Research Program, as part of an effort to
investigate the predictability of and quantify the effect of human activities on the Earth’s
climate [2]. The CMIP5 database is a substantial contribution to the data underlying
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (2014)
[3].

Part of the methodology implemented in CMIP5 is the idea of using representative
concentration pathways (RCPs) to create future climate scenarios. The RCPs describe
possible trajectories of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere. These data
are used as input into general circulation models in order to simulate future climate
conditions associated with a certain trajectory. Four RCPs were used in the IPCC’s
Fifth Assesment; they are named RCP2.5, RCP4.5, RCP6, and RCP8.5. The names
refer to values of radiative forcing associated with the trajectory: +2.5, +4.5, +6, and
+8.5 [W/m2] relative to some suitably-defined pre-industrial value [4].

Radiative forcing is defined for the Fifth Assessment as the change in energy flux
caused by natural or anthropogenic drivers of climate change [5]. As such, the RCPs
reflect the consequences of specific emissions scenarios; however, they are not forecasts
or absolute bounds [6]. Rather the RCPs provide a way to investigate climate impacts
based on physical processes connected to plausible future scenarios. The representative
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Figure 7.4: Typical results of the distribution-based bias reduction. The interpolation-
obtained or "true" values (black rings), the RCM-simulated values (blue triangles), and
the bias-corrected values (red squares).

concentration pathways are ideal for exploring how a range of emissions-scenarios can
effect the hydrological inflows into the Swedish power market.

The International Energy Agency (IEA) produces every year a comprehensive scenario-
based analysis of the world energy market known as the World Energy Outlook (WEO).
The analysis found in the WEO serves as a knowledge-base for policy-makers and energy
market participants as they formulate their policies and strategies going forward. The
IEA also produces annually an analysis related to the development of sustainable energy
technologies known as Energy Technology Perspectives (ETP). Both the WEO and the
ETP relate their analyses to future climate scenarios in terms of emissions, either by a
parts-per-million approach, e.g. WEO’s "450 Scenario," or by a degree approach, e.g.
ETP’s "2 ◦C Scenario" (2DS).

In order to explore what phenomena may occur in terms of hydro inflow under a 2
◦C scenario, we must relate the increase in global mean temperature to the RCPs which
modelers use to investigate how the climate may change under different conditions. As
is shown in [34], there is no RCP in which we are guaranteed to avoid the 2 ◦C mark.
It is rather a question of when than if. For this thesis we have chosen to make use
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of the pathways RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. These serve as examples of a mild greenhouse
concentration development and an aggressive greenhouse concentration development re-
spectively. Interested readers are referred to [37] for a detailed comparison of the IEA’s
degree scenarios and the IPCC’s representative concentration pathways.

Generally, the varying degree scenarios refer to some respective increase in global
mean temperature when compared to that of a suitably defined "pre-industrial" era.
While this may seem a simple enough idea, a precise definition is somewhat technical.
Section 7.3.1 explains the methodology used in this thesis.

7.3.1 Pre-Industrial Temperatures and the 2 ◦C Scenario

In order to establish a benchmark of pre-industrial global temperatures, we have analyzed
two data sets provided by the Climatic Research Unit at the University of East Anglia
in Norwich, England. The first set of data, called Absolute, consists of mean absolute
temperatures for the period (1961-1990) on a 5◦ × 5◦ world-wide grid. Jones et al. have
applied a variety of modeling techniques to compile this data, and it is used as the
base-period mean for most temperature analyses of this sort, due in part to the fact
that 1961-1990 is the best-covered period in terms of meteorological measurement. The
details of how this data set was created can be found in [35].

The second data set is HadCRUT4, which consists of model data produced by a series
of global circulation models which have been knitted together to create a 5◦ × 5◦ world
wide grid of temperature-anomaly simulations, using the (1961-1990) mean as reference
point. The unit temperature-anomaly is a standard unit in the field of global temperature
analysis, where the modeling emphasis is on temperature-change relative to an initial
state with some suitable definition. The details of the second data set can be found in
[36].

Using these two data sets, we establish our benchmark simply by averaging the
point-wise anomaly for the pre-industrial period (1850-1910) (HadCRUT4) and take the
latitude-inverse-weighted global average:

Tavg =
∑Nlat
i=1 (∑Nlon

j=1 Ti,j/Nlon) · wi∑Nlat
i=1 wi

,

where Nlon and Nlat are the numbers of longitude and latitude points for a 5◦× 5◦ grid,
Ti,j is the temperature at longitude point j and latitude point i, and

wi = cos (λi · π/180),

is the latitude-weight, with λi the latitude of the ith grid point. Note that inverse-
weighting by latitude is necessary since the regularly-spaced (with respect to degrees
latitude) grid-points are closer together at extreme latitudes. Thus taking the simple
average (without inverse-latitude weights) would result in a strong cold bias. We then
add the averaged anomaly to the average base-temperature to produce the benchmark
pre-industrial global-average temperature. Increasing this by 2 gives the 2 ◦C scenario
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threshold:

15.66086 ◦C. (7.3.1)

As for when we consider this threshold to be crossed, we proceed as in [34] and let the
2 ◦C scenario be defined as when the 30-year moving average of global temperatures
exceeds (7.3.1). Now, as is seen in Figure 7.5, this 2 ◦C scenario is reached by different
models at different times. it is therefore of note to keep an eye on the termperature curve
of the specific RCM and RCP configuration when connecting the simulated inflows to a
specific emissions scenario.

Since we have used RCMs to drive the hydrological model, and these cannot be used
to derive a global mean temperature. We refer instead to the global models which drive
the RCMs in order to track the global temperature rise. Figure 7.5 shows the global mean
temperatures as produced by two of the driving models used in the RCMs which provide
our near-future precipitation and temperature data. The upper and lower bounds of the
spreads shown in Figure 7.5 are derived from the RCPs 8.5 (top edge) and 4.5 (bottom
edge). The red horizontal line denotes (7.3.1), which is attained by CMA5A-MR5 under
RCP 8.5 on 2043-03-31 (first gray vertical line) and by CNRM-CM5 under RCP 8.5 on
2052-10-21 (second gray vertical line).

Figure 7.5 accomplishes the important goal of illustrating the differing trajectories
of the emissions scenarios; however, it should be kept in mind that this graph shows
the 30-year moving average, and thus, temperatures at 2065 are informing the moving
average of 2050. In fact, the temperature difference at 2050 is less than it would seem by
the 30-year average. Indeed, some studies show that temperatures under RCP 4.5 and
RCP 8.5 do not significantly diverge until after the two degree mark is passed, see [34].
To illustrate this point, we show in Figure 7.6 the average temperature over Sweden for
the simulated years 2006 to 2050. These are temperature values provided by the RCA4
regional climate model driven by RCP 4.5 (in blue) and RCP 8.5 (in red).

Another concern when defining climate scenarios is the fact that a 2 ◦C increase in
global mean does not correlate with a 2 ◦C increase in mean temperature over Sweden.
In order to provide a reference for the increasing temperatures in our simulations, we
apply the same methodology as described above to the area over Sweden. Using the data
sets HadCRUT4 and Absolute, we find the mean temperature anomaly to be -0.874◦C
which when compared to base period mean temperatures gives a pre-industrial average
temperature of

2.80482◦C.

This temperature is shown alongside the simulated inflows presented in Section 8, e.g.
Figure 8.1.
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Figure 7.5: Global mean temperature (30-year moving average) ◦C from the CNRM-
CM5 and CMA5A-MR5 GCMs. The upper edges of the spreads are generated under
RCP 8.5, the lower edges are generated under RCP 4.5.

Figure 7.6: Mean temperature over Sweden simulated by the RCA4 regional climate
model driven by RCP 4.5 (in blue) and RCP 8.5 (in red).
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Chapter 8

Simulation Results

In this section we present the simulated inflows resulting from our water-balance model
when driven by RCM-produced temperature and precipitation data. We first make an
analysis of the results simulated by the RCM RCA4 under RCP 8.5. Results produced
by RCA4 under RCP 4.5, as well as inflows simulated by the RACMO22E and INERIS
RCMs can be found in Appendix B. Attentive readers will note that the analysis we
present in this section apply equally well to data presented in Appendix B. Section
8.1 presents the simulated inflows, Section 8.2 focuses on the change in spring flood
dynamics, and Section 8.3 presents the cumulative inflows produced by our model.

8.1 Simulated Inflows

Figure 8.1 shows the national level (SE) simulated inflows along with yearly moving-
average temperature under the emissions scenario RCP 8.5. Now, it is important to keep
an eye on the temperature trend as we analyze the inflows because it is the temperature
trend that kinks the inflow pattern to a specific emissions scenario. See Section 7.3 for
a discussion of this dynamic.

Hydro inflow traditionally displays a clear pattern. The year begins with close to
zero inflow, then we see a surge in inflow in the early spring, when snowmelt begins to
runoff: the spring flood. The spring flood is then followed by a tapering tail of inflow
which continues into the fall before dropping again to near zero, as temperatures cause
water to freeze and any precipitation falls as snow or ice. These characteristics can
be clearly seen in the first epoch of Figure 8.1 (2006-2018). During this period we see
that the yearly moving-average temperature hovers around the reference value derived
in Section 7.3.1. That is, in the first epoch shown, RCA4 driven by RCP 8.5 does not
show a deviation from the reference temperature large enough to impact inflows.

In the second and third epochs of Figure 8.1 (2018-2040), we see that the yearly
moving-average temperature begins to spend more time above the reference temperature.
As the driving model comes increasingly under the influence of the emissions scenario, we
see the traditional inflow shape begin to break down. The year 2034 in this simulation,
for example, is showing a substantial secondary flood, indicating that the inflow pattern
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is not dominated by snowmelt.
In the fourth epoch of Figure 8.1 (2040-2050), the yearly moving-average temperature

is consistently above the reference temperature, dipping below only occasionally. This
is a temperature pattern for Sweden that is extreme enough to cause some significant
deviation from the traditional inflow pattern, including a decrease in peak inflow, late
arrival and increased duration of spring flood, and increased frequency of secondary
floods. See Appendix B for the inflows per price area, as well as inflows under RCP 4.5
and for two other RCMs as described in Chapter 7.

Figure 8.2 shows box plots of the same inflow series as Figure 8.1 but grouped into
5-year chunks. Figure 8.3 shows the means of the box plots in Figure 8.2 in blue along
with the mean inflow from the years 2000-2015 in red. Now, the red line here shows the
traditional inflow pattern, and the blue line shows the shift in inflow pattern as mean
temperature rises and the RCP 8.5 scenario advances. The shift is primarily one of
decreasing peak, and increase in tail.

8.2 Spring Flood Dynamics

The climate signal induced under scenarios RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 breaks down the
traditional spring flood dynamic as greenhouse gas concentrations cause global mean
temperatures to rise. Figure 8.4 attempts to quantify this change in dynamic by showing
the start and end week number as circular dots while indicating the spring flood peak
with a star. The line connecting the two dots shows the length of the spring flood for
that year. The red section of the graph shows these data for the target series used in
calibration. The blue data are the simulation results shown in Figure 8.1.

Here it is important to note our definition of the spring flood. The starting week is
defined as the first week which shows an inflow of 25% of that year’s peak. The end of the
flood is similarly defined as the first consecutive week after the peak which dips below
the 25% level. We find that this definition preserves the weeks which are traditionally
considered the start and end: 16 and 28 (these values are those used by Thomson Reuters
hydrologists who have supplied our target series). Using a rigid definition for the spring
flood allows us to investigate how patterns may change as temperatures increase.

Figure 8.4 shows that, as temperature increases, we see the peak inflow consistently
falling below the standard average (the red dotted line) of 4700 GWh. Note that peak
inflow falls not only frequently below average, but farther below average. As shown by
the stars’ placement along the lines, we see the peak occurring later in the year more
often. We see that the starting and ending weeks both show increased variability.

The deviation of the spring flood from its traditional form is further displayed in
Figure 8.5. Here we plot the weekly inflows from three of the years produced by the
RCA4-driven simulations. The first, 2011 (marked "A" in Figure 8.4), portrays the
traditional inflow pattern, dominated by the spring flood followed by summer and fall
rains. The middle plot shows the simulated year 2033 (marked "B" in Figure 8.4). Here
we see a year where a significant secondary flood takes the maximum at week 31 (late
summer). Finally we show the most extreme of the simulated years: 2050 (marked "C"
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8.3. CUMULATIVE INFLOWS

Figure 8.3: Means of the boxplots in Figure 8.2 (blue) against the mean weekly inflow
for years 2000-2015 (red). This simulation was driven by RCA4 under scenario RCP 8.5.

in Figure 8.4). Here we see the most significant deviation of spring flood dynamics that
the RCA4-driven simulation produces. The traditional pattern is unrecognizable, with
dominant autumn rains and no week which qualifies as the end of the spring flood.

Consider the years 2011, 2033, and 2050 in Figure 8.1 and note the temperature
pattern that precedes these years. At 2011 we are seeing the yearly moving average over
around the base-mean temperature. The year 2033 shows the yearly moving average
consistently above the base mean and the year 2050 even more so.

While the simulations produced by the RCMs under the respective emissions scenar-
ios cannot tell us when such inflows will occur, they can provide insight into how much
of a temperature-deviation is needed in order to significantly effect inflows. They also
provide insight into the kinds of changes in inflow pattern that may occur.

8.3 Cumulative Inflows

Finally we would like to address what conclusions may be drawn from the simulations in
terms of the frequency of dry/wet years. Here "dry" and "wet" years are simply defined
as ±10% of average yearly cumulative inflow from the years 2000-2015. Thus any year
which falls below 60.6 TWh is considered dry and any year pulling above 74.1 TWh
is considered wet. Figure 8.6 shows the cumulative inflow simulations driven by RCA4
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Figure 8.4: Starting week (bottom dot), peak week (star), and ending week (top dot)
for spring flood at the national level. Peak level (GWh) is shown above. Red values
indicate target series data while blue values are simulated via RCA4 under scenario RCP
8.5. The horizontal lines show the historical start and stop weeks for the spring flood
(lower) and the mean peak inflow 2000-2015 (upper).

Figure 8.5: These plots show simulated inflows for 2011, 2033, and 2050, driven by RCA4
under scenario RCP 8.5. The markings "A", "B", and "C" refer to the position of these
flows in Figure 8.4.
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8.4. CLOSING REMARKS

Figure 8.6: Yearly cumulative inflows simulated by our model when driven by RCA4
under RCP 8.5. Horizontal red lines indicate the traditional cutoff for wet and dry years
based on 2000-2015 inflows.

under RCP 8.5. The dry and wet cutoffs are shown as red horizontal lines.
Figure 8.6 indicates that while peak-flows may decrease (as can be seen in Figure 8.4),

the total inflow shows a slight tendency towards wet years when compared to previous
patterns based on statistics from 2000-2015. The slight increase in wet years indicates
that it is the temperature dynamic which is responsible for the changing inflow pattern,
as opposed to a dramatic change in the amount of precipitation. See Appendix B for a
similar plot of the simulations derived from RCP 4.5 data (Figure B.7).

8.4 Closing Remarks

The idea of this thesis is simple. We put together a water-balance model tailored to
the Swedish hydropower system by price area. We then feed this model with regional
climate simulation data derived under well-defined emissions scenarios, and analyze the
resulting inflows.

What we find is a changing inflow pattern under both scenarios, only slightly more
extreme under RCP 8.5 as compared to RCP 4.5 for the time period 2006-2050. The
changing inflow pattern takes the form of a decreased peak flow, increasing off-season
flows, and slightly increased cumulative flow. It is clear that there is a connection
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between rising concentrations of greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere and the changing
inflow pattern. This data can now be used as the hydro inflow input into market models
in order to study how the changing inflow pattern can effect power systems and markets.
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Appendix A

HYPE Model Parameters

slc_1 The fraction of subbasin occupied by soil-type/land-use class 1: lake.
slc_2 The fraction of subbasin occupied by soil-type/land-use class 2: urban area.
slc_3 The fraction of subbasin occupied by soil-type/land-use class 3: non-lake,

non-urban, non-forest.
slc_4 The fraction of subbasin occupied by soil-type/land-use class 4: forest.
ttmp Threshold temperature [◦C] for when precipitation falls as snow and when

it falls as rain, also the threshold temperature for when snowmelt occurs.
cmlt The rate of snowmelt when snowmelt occurs [mm/(◦C day)]
snowdens0 The density of new-fallen snow [g/cm3].
snowdensdt The rate of change of snow density due to aging [g/(cm3d)]
srrate The fraction of moisture diverted to surface runoff.
mactrsm Threshold value for when direct surface runoff occurs.
macrate The fraction of moisture diverted downward by macropores.
mactrinf Threshold for macropore flow [mm/day]
wcfci Field capacity of soil layer i, i = 1, 2, 3.
wcwpi Wilting point of soil layer i, i = 1, 2, 3.
wcepi Effective porosity of soil layer i, i = 1, 2, 3.
mperci Maximum allowed percolation from soil layer i to soil layer i+ 1, i = 1, 2.
cevp Evapotranspiration rate [mm/(◦C day)].
epotdist Exponential decay constant for evapotranspiration rate decay in soil layers

1 and 2.
streamdepth The maximum depth of the soil drainage to local stream [m].
rrcsi Recession coefficient determining soil layer runoff at layer i, i = 1, 2, 3.
trrcs Recession coefficient determining runoff through drainage pipes.
tiledepth Depth of conceptual drainage pipes [m].
icatch The fraction of local runoff which enters the local lake.
gratk Lake discharge parameter, see equation (2.4.1).
grata Lake discharge parameter, see equation (2.4.1).
gratp Lake discharge parameter, see equation (2.4.1).
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Appendix B

Simulation Data

In this appendix we present the simulation results of our model-runs using the regional
climate models INERIS-WRF331F (forced by CMA5A-MR5) and RACMO22E (forced
by EC-EARTH). Figure B.2 shows the INERIS-WRF331F regional climate model run
by the French organization IPSL under RCP 4.5. Figure B.5 shows the same model
configuration under RCP 8.5. Figure B.3 shows the RACMO22E regional climate model
run by the Dutch organization KNMI under RCP 4.5. Figure B.6 shows the same model
configuration under RCP 8.5.
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APPENDIX B. SIMULATION DATA
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APPENDIX B. SIMULATION DATA

Figure B.7: Yearly cumulative inflows simulated by our model when driven by RCA4
under RCP 4.5. Horizontal red lines indicate the traditional cutoff for wet and dry years
based on 2000-2015 inflows.
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